Constitutional Amendment Election (No other constitutional amendments are on the ballot)

INSTRUCTIONS: Vote for the statement of your choice in each race by darkening the oval ( ) provided to the left of the statement indicating the way you wish to vote. (NOTA DE INSTRUCCION: Vote por la declaración de su preferencia en cada carrera llenando completamente el espacio indicado ( ) a la izquierda de la declaración.)

1. Constitutional Amendment Election
2. Conformation Amendment Election
3. Conformation Amendment Election
4. Conformation Amendment Election
5. Conformation Amendment Election

STATE OF TEXAS AMENDMENT 1

The constitutional amendment providing additional power to the State Commission of Criminal Justice with respect to certificates for post-prison release services.

PROPOSITION NUMBER 1 OF THE STATE OF TEXAS

For (For-Favor)
Against (Against-Not Favor)

STATE OF TEXAS AMENDMENT 2

The constitutional amendment imposing a limitation on the development of residential subdivisions in unincorporated areas in the county.

PROPOSITION NUMBER 2 OF THE STATE OF TEXAS

For (For-Favor)
Against (Against-Not Favor)

STATE OF TEXAS AMENDMENT 3

The constitutional amendment to prohibit the use of a school or facility of state funds for promoting, limiting religious services of religious organizations.

PROPOSITION NUMBER 3 OF THE STATE OF TEXAS

For (For-Favor)
Against (Against-Not Favor)

STATE OF TEXAS AMENDMENT 4

The constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for an example of the valuation of an interest in an estate for the purpose of the resident homestead of the owner of the interest in the estate at the time of the state's valuation, which will be a fair and reasonable value in the fair market.

PROPOSITION NUMBER 4 OF THE STATE OF TEXAS

For (For-Favor)
Against (Against-Not Favor)

STATE OF TEXAS AMENDMENT 5

The constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for an example of the valuation of an interest in an estate for the purpose of the resident homestead of the owner of the interest in the estate at the time of the state's valuation, which will be a fair and reasonable value in the fair market.

PROPOSITION NUMBER 5 OF THE STATE OF TEXAS

For (For-Favor)
Against (Against-Not Favor)